Team-Building Activities

Life’s a beach, we’re just playing in the sand!

Team Trivia Retreat
1 Hour
Test you and your group’s knowledge with a rousing trivia
challenge! Teams will compete for the Trivia Retreat crown
by answering a series of questions– earning points with each
correct answer! You can quiz the teams on pre-selected island
and ocean trivia or choose your own trivia questions that might
best suit your group. The team with the most points wins!

coconut cornhole (cornhole Tournament)
1-2 hours
Test your aim and have some fun with a beloved sports challenge with
an island twist: Coconut Cornhole! In this collaborative and active
activity, groups learn the basics of cornhole and the value of teamwork
through different skill sets such as proper bag toss, distance of toss, and
the rules of the game. After this tropical training, groups are split into
teams to enjoy an exhilarating tournament. The teams must work as a
cohesive unit, naturally enhancing trust and teamwork between players.

Battle of the paddles
paddleboard/kayak relay race
Take team building to the big blue with Battle of the Paddles.
This relay race of Kayaks and Paddleboards takes teamwork and
balance as groups are split into teams for some friendly competition
at sea. The first team to complete the relay race wins!

Minute to Win It
1 Hour
Island time may feel slower, but in this exciting competition,
time is of the essence. Teams must complete a wacky task using
household items in less than a minute to move on to the next
challenge and win points. These fun-filled challenges include: Face
the Cookie, Defying Gravity, Traffic Yam, and Wrap it Up!

The Lost Treasure of Islamorada (Scavenger Hunt)
1-2 hours
Legend has it that Islamorada is riddled with treasure hidden by pirates
many moons ago. With a newly discovered treasure map, groups
are split into “crews” to decipher the clues and find these trinkets
as fast as possible. The first crew to collect all the treasure wins!
Extra pirate points to the crew with the most original name!
This trust-building scavenger hunt can be customized or branded upon request.

Shipwreck Survival Training (Minefield Game)
1 hour
It’s best to be prepared for whatever island life throws at you! In
this fun-filled activity, employees pair up and partake in Shipwreck
Survival Training. To build trust should an unexpected shipwreck
occur, one team member verbally guides their blindfolded teammate
across a washed-up obstacle course of ship-related material. With the
blindfolded teammate unable to talk, the team survives if the verbal
director can successfully guide their teammate from shore to safety.

Vacation’s Libations! (Mixology Session)
1 hour
Channel your inner mixologist as you and your coworkers learn how to
make the perfect margarita! To shake things up, groups are broken up
into teams to see who can create the best drink. Adding even more of a
competitive edge, trivia questions are provided for teams to win upgraded
splashes of flavor – to take the edge off, of course! Groups may even
pick a panel of judges to decide the winning margarita. Win or lose,
everyone can indulge in vacation’s libations with a one-hour open bar!

Contact Us To Plan your next Team building event
786.233.8572
82779 Old Highway, Islamorada, FL 33036
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